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ABSTRACT

Experimental studies of the formation, equilibrium and stability

of a linear Extrap Z-pinch are reported on. The Z-pinch discharge

is generated between electrodes along the Z-axis of a linear octupole

field produced by currents in four Z-directed rods. The combined

discharge current and rod currents produce a magnetic field having a

separatrix with four null X-points which define the corners of a

square shaped region where the high beta plasma discharge is contained.

Bounding the pinch discharge with a separatrix produces equilibria which

are stable against global kink modes for the 50-usec duration of the

discharge which corresponds to about 100 Alfvén transit times. The
18 "~1

equilibria, with line densities of about 3 x 10 m , are consistent

in magnitude and scaling with the Bennet relation.



Experimental Studies of an Extrap Z-Pinch

1. Introduction

The suggestion that generating a high-beta Z-pinch in a purely transverse,

strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field,produced by currents in external

conductors,would have a stabilizing effect on the Z-pinch was first put forward

by Lehnert (1974,1977). Such a configuration was given the name Extrap. In the

configuration, the influence of the external magnetic field would help to

stabilize the global fluid modes that are normally highly unstable in

Z-pinches, and finite Lannor radius effects would have a stabilizing effect

on internal fluid modes if the number of gyroradii across the width of the

pinch was small. In this early work, it was also shown that equilibrium could

be achieved ir. a toroidal configuration with a proper transverse (vertical)

field configuration produced by the external conductors (Lehnert, 19/6;

Hellsten, 1974).

In this paper we report on experimental studies of Extrap Z-pinches.

The first pinches studied were generated along the axiu of a linear octupole

magnetic field produced by currents in external rod conductors. This

combination of a Z-pinch and an octupole fitild is schematically represented

in Fig.l. The linear configuration is described by incorporating a cylindri-

cal coordinate 3ystem where the plasma discharge current is along the 2-axis

of the system. The four Z-directed rod conductors, which produce the octupole

field, are located on a circle of radius a at 90 theta intervals and

these rods carry a current antiparallel to the plasma current. All return

currents are coaxial. Since all currents are Z-directed, the magnetic field

lines are closed and lie on (r,0) planes. There is no axial magnetic field

and the field lines have no rotational transform. The total magnetic field,

which includes both the field generated by the plasma current and the octupol»

field, is zero at four X-points on the (r,8) plane in addition to the 0-point

on the axis. The four X-points define a separatrix, as seen in Fig.l.

In the Extrap configuration, the boundary of the Z-pinch is approximately

coincident with this separatrix which functions somewhat like a magnetic

limiter. When Che pinch boundary follows the separatrix, it tends to be

deformed from the natural circular shape to a square shape because for the

linear case the separatrix field line has a square shape inside the four

corners defined by the four X-points. Furthermore, enhanced radial transport

can be expected at the boundary because the magnetic field i« zero at the

four X-points. These two facrora, deformation of trie l-.oundary ami

enhanced transport at the br,-\tniiary> ar-parunfcly alter the pine.» equilibrium



in a manner which is stabilizing. In present experiments, where the rods

carrying the current producing the octup-ile field are at a radius a =28 rara,

discharges are sustained for periods up to 50 psec., which corresponds to

about 100 Alfven transit times, when the amplitude of the pinch current I

does not exceed a stability limit. This limit is a function of the octupole

field strength and can be expressed as I /I < 0.25 where I is the

current in a rod. When this limit :s exceeded, magnetic fluctuations develop

indicating the presence of instabilities.

A description of this stability limit for linear Extrap i-pinches w*s

first presented at the IAEA in Brussels in 1980 (Drake et al.,1981).These

experiments were performed on a linear device with a glass vacuum vessel. The

stability of the Z-pinch was qualitatively measured by examining the

magnitude of magnetic fluctuations as a function of plasma current. This

work has been extended to include discharges in octupole fields with different

field strengths. Here in the introduction we include a figure which

demonstrates the stability limit since this limit is frequently referred to

in this paper. The amplitude of magnetic fluctuations, normalized for

plasma current amplitude, as a function of I /I is shown in Fig.2. From

the curve we see that the fluctuation level increases rapidly whan the ratio

of the plasma current to rod current exceeds I /I 3 0.25. This value then
p v

represents the stability limit for these discharges.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes

a brief summary of the current status of the stability analysis of the Extrap

configuration. We then turn to a discussion of experiments. The linear experi

raent (see Drake et al.,1981) was rebuilt and the glass vacuum vessel

was replaced by a larger stainless steel vacuum vessel. Additional diagnostics

were also added. A series of experiments have been performed on this device

and are reported on in this paper. We begin in Sec. 3 with studies concerned

with the creation of the discharge. A model is presented for the breakdown

process in the presence of the vacuum octupole magnetic field. Section 3

also contains the results of magnetic probe studies which demonstrate that

a plasma discharge current channel (pinch) is formed inside a separatrix.

The scaling of the equilibrium pinch pressure and pinch radius has also

beer, investigated on the stainless steel linear device. The results of these

studies are presented in Sec.4. Stable equilibria were observed for

discharge currents under the stability iimity. Above this limit, when

fluctuations were observed on magnetic probe diagnostics, measurements of

parameters related to pinch pressure and radius indicated that the equilibrium

was not sustained for the full length of the discharge.



In addition to the linear device, a toroidal sector experiment was

constructed and the results are presented in Sec. 5. The purpose of this

experiment was to examine the possibility of achieving stable equilibria

in a toroidal configuration. In the sector experiment,both the plasma current

and the currents in the external conductors were fully toroidal.However,the

plasma current was carried in a solid conductor over 300 of the torus and in

a plasma discharge (between electrodes) over a 60 sector. Thus the advantage

of having a discharge with electrodes was maintained while stable equilibria

were sought in a toroidal geometry. Stable equilibria were achieved, and the

stability was dependent on positioning of the discharge. Finally, in the

conclusion of this paper, we summarize the observations.



2. SU B — r y of stability analysis

Stable linear Extrap Z-pinches can be sustained for many AlfvSn transit

tiaes although the configuration is magnetohydrodynaraically unstable in the

region of the O-point (Bernstein et al.,1958). An explanation for the observed

stability is that the configuration is MUD unstable only in these internal

regions where large ion Larnor radius effects exert a stabilizing influence.

These kinetic effects may be sufficient to stabilize the internal regions or at

least to limit the instability growth to modes and levels which do not destroy

the pinch itself. What is apparently very significant for the Extrap configu-

ration is that equilibria can be found which are stable against free boundary

modes with long axial (toroidal) wave lengths. These free boundary modes are

potentially the most dangerous because of their growth rates and global nature.

A study of Che equilibrium and stability of the toroidal Extrap

configuration has been carried out by Dalhed and Hellsten (1982) using the

GATO code (Bernard et al.t 1982) to compute the unstable spectrum for

various pressure distributions. Although the stucj- was carried out for

a toroidal configuration, the general conclusions are applicable to

the linear configuration of the experiments. The axisymmetric

(toroidal mode number n * 0) free boundary mode was tounci to be potentially

the most unstable mode. Among mod-is vith non zero but low toroidal mode.

numbers, gross kinks with comparable growth rates were also found to exist.

Both the axisymmetric mode and the gross kink nodes were stabilized if the

boundary was deformed to a squaie-shupe aud the pressure profile was suffi-

ciently concave at the boundary. The proper pressure profile dependence

oon ip (the flux function) near the boundary i> had the form p
o

with a > 2. The authors suggested that the enhanced transport at the

separatrix due to the field nulls can generate the proper concave pressure

profile needed for stability. The necessary square-shape follows, for i:h«

linear case, from the symmetry of the 90 theta quadrants. However, in t he-

toroidal case, the corresponding symmetry in the poloidal coordinate is

not present. The shape of the equilibrium cross-eection of the pinch is a

function of positioning of the pinch. The proper square shape must be. achieved

through control of the vertical B-field, produced by the external conductors,

which provides the force on the pinch current needed to balance the loop force.

After the free boundary axieynmetric modes and gross kinks,which could

be stabilized with a proper equilibria, the next most dangerous modes were

internal sausage-like modes. The growth rates of the Be modes could be reduced



by selecting the proper pressure profile, but they could not be fully

stabilized. However, among these modes, those vith low toroidal mode numbers

had low growth rates. The growth rates for internal modes increased with

toroidal mode number but it is anticipated that the susceptibility of these

modes to stabilization by large Larmor radius effects also increases with

toroidal mode number.

Cary (1981) analyzed the fluid stability of Extrap-like systems against

modes with infinite toroidal mode numbers using the double adiabatic fluid

equations. He concluded that the system cannot be fluid stable since, in the

region near the O-point the field lines have positive curvature everywhere:.

However, it was also observed that Extrap-iike systeros with deformed boundai'les

can have equilibria which are fluid stable in the boundary region. Since the

unstable modes of the system examined by Cary have infinite toroidal mode

number and their growth was limited to internal regions, again cne concludes

that the system could be susceptible to stabilization by large ion Larmor

radius effects.

As a final comment on the question of stability in the Extrap Z-pinch

configuration, we point out that there exist similarities between this

configuration and the field reversed configurations (FRC) which are a class

of compact torii (see for example, Armstrong et a).., 1981). Both confi-

gurations have purely poloidal magnetic fields and the stability analysis

appears very sim1lar for the two configurations. They differ however

in that Extrap can have a large aspect ratio while an FRC is a compact

torus. For the FRC, the magnetic nulls which define the separatrix flux

surface are points on the major axis whereas in the Extr.ip configuration

the nulls define four circles which are concentric with the major axis.

As was described earlier, the observed stability of th«> Sxftap discharges

against long wave length free boundary modes can be explained if the pressure

profiles have the proper square cross-section and nsi dependence, These profiles

also, of course, must satisfy the equilibrium condition. However it is also

necessary to determine if these equilibrium profiles are reconcilable with the

anticipated dominant transport processes in the balance equations. A large

diffusion coefficient at the boundary due to the field nulls would help to

produce the desired concave pressure profile which can aid stability. However,

if the presence of the nulls creates an excessive outward mass flow, the

equilibrium may no longer be stationary. If the velocity associated with this

mass flow exceeds the characteristic classical diffusion velocity, the magnetic

flux can be carried outward with the mass flow since, in high beta plasmas,



2 2the characteristic classical plasma diffusion time T ~ r B /(np) has about2 c c
the same magnitude as the flux diffusion time ? - r p /(2n) where r and

r are scale lengths. This outward motion of flux can generate surface

currents on the time scale of the experiment which would be destabilizing

Tendler (1983) has considered the question of the pinch radius and

concludes that quasi-stationary states of the energy balance, for the

parameters of the experiments studied to date, can in general be found when

the pinch boundary approximately coincides with the separatrix. The physical

effect which can place the boundary at the separatrix is the strongly increasing

radial energy transport due to the magnetic field nulls on the separatrix.

Stability considerations aside, estimates of energy transport indicate that,

if the pinch radius is well inside the separatrix, the energy balance will

not be quasi-stationary given the experimental parameters. The predicted result

is an increase in radius. Since losses increase rapidly as the boundary

approaches the separatrix, a balance giving a quasi-stationary state is

achieved when the boundary coincides with the sepatrix. This effect can be

dominant even when a substantial fraction of the energy is lost to the elec-

trodes or through radiation.



3. Breakdown and formation of the discharge

In this section we describe experimental studies of the breakdown process

in the presence of a vacuum octupole field and the formation of the charac-

teristic Extrap pinch region inside a separatrix. The experiments were

performed on a linear device with a stainless steel vacuum vessel. Linear

devices were suitable for these studies dealing with the attainability of

Extrap pinches because breakdown could be studied over a wide range of

parameters in a discharge with electrodes and the oinch current could be

controlled in the external circuit of the plasma discharge power supply.

Also, stable equilibria could be sought without the necessity of accounting

for the loop force.

A diagram of the stainless steel linear device is shown in Fig.3, and

parameters of the experiment are listed in Table 1. The octupole field was

produced by currents of up to 36 kA in each of the four rods which were

located on a circle of radius a ~ 28 nra. Near the axis, the octupole field
v 3

strength had the form B - ? (r/a r) where B =» 2]il /v.a and I was

the rod current. For the experiments reported on here, B was typically 1 T.

The octupole magnetic field pulse forra wtrs a half sine wave with a pulse

length of 300 usec.

The plasma discharge was powered by a 20 kJ-capacitor bank with a delay

line. The discharge pulse had a characteristic rise time of 5 psec and a

flat-top period of up to 50 usec.

The vacuum vessel was stainless steel, and the rods were clad in

stainless steel in order to minimize impurity influxes into the discharge.

Both the vacuum vessel and the rod cladding were floating. The electrodes

were manufactured from OFHC copper.

The diagnostics are summarized in Table 2. They were in general standard,

and only the interferometer requires comment. The interferometer incorpo-

rated the A- 633 nra line of a HeNe laser. For the Extrap pinch density and

diameter, this implied phase changes of the order of A*1 • 1 radian. The

interferometer was placed on an optical bench which was subject to background

vibrations giving a fringe period much longer than the duration of the

pinch discharge. The phase of the fringe pattern due to the background

vibration was monitored and the discharge was triggered at a constant phase

angle in the interferometrie signal so the measurement of Lé was straight-

forward.



He begin the discussion of experimental Extrap Z-pinch discharges

with an analysis of the breakdown process in the configuration. In general

the octupole magnetic field is present when the electric field which initiates

breakdown is applied between the electrodes. The physics of the breakdown

differs from a usual Townsend breakdown because B is transverse to the elec-

tric field and • } is strongly inhoraogeneous. The electric field is

parallel to the axis cf the configuration which is also a line of zero

B-field strength. Because of the zero line, the breakdown occurs in a

channel of small radius centered on the axis. The plasma density builds ^p

radially outward from the axis as the discharge current increases until 3

stable equilibrium pressure profile is established. The plasma is obmically

heated. The development of the Extrap discharge is thus different from a

dynamic pinch where equilibrium is established after a radial inward

compression.

We now present the observed data describing the breakdown process

in the Extrap configuration. In Fig.4 we show a curve of the breakdown

voltage V. as a function of the octupole field strength, B , for a case

with a hydrogen filling pressure p of 0.05 Toir. At this pressure, the

breakdown voltage without a magnetic field vas about 600 V. Introducing

the magnetic field inhibited breakdown. For example, with B = 0.28 T,

which corresponded to l^ ••» 10 kA, 7, was about 4 kV. However. V, decreased

with increasing B and at !!, » 0.85 T th<j value approached that observed
G O

with no octupole field. AdditionfU information on the breakdown process is pre-

sented in Fig.5 which shows a curve ot: breakdown voltage versus filling

pressure for a constant B » 0.85 T. For comparison, we show a typical Paschen

curve of breakdown voltage versus pressure for a hydrogen discharge without a

transverse magnetic field. At low pressures the experimental curve followed

the Paschen curve in that V, decreased with increasing p. The values of

V"k were higher when the transverse magnetic fielä was present, but the

difference between the values of V,

decreased with increasing p.

conclude that. ;;he. breakdown process was dominated by electrons with energies

above 130 eV which ia the energy where the ionization cross-section is maximum.

'b
Since V

with and without the .uajjnetic field

, decreased with increasing p, we
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In addition to studies of V, versus various parameters, the nature
o

of the breakdown was examined optically by use of a fast image converter camera

with an exposure time of 10~ seconds. Photographs of the discharge were

taken at early times after breakdown. Sufficient light was produced by the

discharge to be seen in photographs (with the equipment vised) when ihz rising

discharge current reached about 2 kA (typically about 2 psec after break-

down). The observed discharge channel was along the axis of the linear system

coincident with the zero line. The diameter or the channel, as inferred from

the photographs, was a few millimeters. This observation indicated that break-

down occurred in a limited region near the axis where the magnetic field was

very weak.

An additional experiment was carried out to confirm that magnetic

field effects defined the breakdown channel. In the experiments described above,

both the cathode and anode were solid copper with hemispherical tips centered on

the axis of the configuration. With this configuration, it could be possible that

the position and diameter of the current channel was determined by the geometry

of the electrodes rather than the octupole magnetic field, as will be. assumed

in the model. In order to investigate this possibility, we have run discharges

with hollow electrodes with an inside diameter of 8 mm. The discharge

current channel was again photographed using the image converter camera.

The photographs showed that the discharge current channel was. again on th*

axis and was thin with a diameter of a few millimeters which was less than

the hole diameter in the electrodes. This test indicated that the current

channel geometry was determined by the magnetic field geometry and not the

electrode geometry.

The experiments described abovt were carried out on the stainless steel

device shown in Fig.Z. An additional observation was made cm the earlier device

(see Drake et a!., 1981), which was similar in geometry :.o t.he stainless sre^l

device except the vacuum vessel was ^ glass tube with a radius of 20 mm.The tuhr

position was then inside the current-carrying rods. For the case with the

glass tubn, the B-fitJd lines riteiseet-vd i.he ft'lass tube r;o '/Î ctrona wer<\

quickly lost from the system. Howevf>v, for the stainless steel device with the

vacuum wail outside the rods, che field J ine;- were closed without intersecting

the wall, and the systern had bt:t .cr single particle containment. Tbt breakdown

voltages, when the ••'.'.icuum magnetic field was \n-<.>r,p.c..t» for tne cas« with the

glass-tube vacuum vessel wert typically b u> 10 t i mess bigVr than for th<>

case, with the stainless steel vacuum veysd. The ri * i f j.-~.jl ty in ach ,'.»,• v ing the

breakdown with the gla.ss-t.ubt vaeuuvi vesu'1.! in att.rtbn,.e.d to rb» poor electron

containment of the system.
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Before presenting a model for the breakdown process, we briefly review the

Townsend criterion for breakdown in a lov pressure gas. The first Townsend

coefficient can be expressed as a » v./u where v. is the ionization rate

and u is the axial electron drift between the electrodes. The second

Townsend coefficient y is essentially the coefficient for electron

emission due to ion impact on the cathode. In a Townsend discharge, with an

electrode separation d, the criterion for breakdown is Yaxp(ad) * 1. This

is equivalent to saying that one primary electron produces an avalanche

yielding sufficient ions to produce, in turn, one electron at the cathode,

by ion impact, to carry on the discharge. The discharge is then self sustaining

and not dependent on an external source of electrons.

In the Extrap configuration,the fact that breakdown occurs in a small

channel near the axis can be explained by examining the E/B velocity as a

function of radius. In Fig.6 we show E/B versus r for the case with
3

E * vi/yd = 5 x 10 V/E. Inside a radius of about 2 nan, B does not limit the

electron energy since the E/B velocity corresponds to an energy exceeding 1 keV

but the applied voltage was 1 kV. Therefore, inside r - 2 ms, the discharge

breakdown process is essentially the saroe as in a Tovnsend discharge. However,

electrons are lost from this axial channel due to the transverse component
-•V

of the velocity created by the presence of B. Th:-.s loss Lerrn is norm-ally

not a part of the Townsend model . Out si.i G ?. radii.s of about 3 run,

the primary elfirtroni» s tar t ing front rest causa essent ial ly no ionization

since their energy is limited t>y the E/v velocity to values such t; ;at

a is small. However, these electron.» i:au IK; cont.air:««i and eventually

their orbits u n p-ios neai ti.e 3 = 0 region where v.hey can be accelerated

up to ionizing potent ia ls .

The observations sugg-^u. .ir.corpoiat-.J.Tg a modified L r s t Vow

coefficient uf the fonr.

(v. - vB)/u

v corresponds to .m addir. Lon;il. not electron loss term due tx
ri * . . .

the prcst-ncfi: oi the ra^s/nc t ;.c £\r>\6 and r is sciut c r i t i c a l TYJO.JUA'

outs ide of which the presence of the. n;agr.«t.ic tiaid p r e v r a t s elt-csrons from

bein^ acceLcratt-d up to ionizing v d o



The criterion for breakdown in the Extrap configuration becomes a 3inrpIt-

restatement of the Tovnsend criterion and has the fora

If we look at Fig.5 and take the Paschen curve as the starting point,

we can see the effect of the added electron tosses. We examine a case with the

constant V, . When B is added, the loss rate v is introduced and
O D

breakdown is inhibited. To return to a breakdown situation, v- must be

increased and/or u decreased. This is the case when p is increased, so

breakdown occurs at a higher p for a given V •

In Fig.4, we noted that V actually decreases with increasing magnetic

field strength. This implies that the net electron losses from the channel

defined by r must be decreasing with increasing B even though r

itself is decreasing. This can be the result of better electron containment

at higher fields and a resulting higher probability that an electron orbit

returns to the axial region.

The procedure where the Paschen curve is compared to the experimentally

observed curve with the B fitld present for the curves shown in Fig.5 can

be carried out quantitatively in order to estimate the m;;enituue of v, as

compared to V., We examine breakdown at a constant Vv but different

pressures and assume that the Town̂ t-nd co^ft ic i sni.b ere 'inaffect.ee> by the

magnetic fit Id in the Email channal inside r w'rere breakdown occurs. This

leads to a simple expression for v given by

V.
1 p(Paschen)!
" p(B-£ield)J

where p(Paschen) and p(B-fieid) are th« respective pressure» where

breakdown occurs for a given V, . For the ran^e of parameters shown in

Fig.5, this gives vn/v. ~ 0.75. Other geometries and parameters would
B 1.

give different values, but the important point is that vT is less than

v. over a relevant range of filling pressures and imposed electric fields.

This observation is important for future toroidal Extrap experiments where

breakdown must be achieved with an induced electric field.
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After breakdown, the current rises to the various steady-state values,

as determined by the external circuit, in about 5 usec. We now discuss

measurements of the magnetic field which show that a configuration with a

magnetic separatrix bounding a current channel, of the type shown in Fig.l,

does indeed develop. An undesired alternative would be that, after break-

down, the volume of octupole field fills with plasma and the current becomes

distributed over the cross-section. For this case, no pinch region with

closed magnetic field lines would be achieved.

To examine the magnetic field configuration, radial scans vere made

using a small magnetic pick-up coil mounted in a glass-tube probe. The probe

had a diameter of 6 mm, which meant that the probe was a rather substantial

obstacle given the small size fo the discharge. The region inside the

separatrix could be probed only for low discharge current cases. For higher

current cases, only the region outside the separatrix could be examined

without damaging the probe. Ihe scans were made along a radius passing

midway between the rods, as shown in Fig.3.

Values of the magnetic field strfn^th due to the plasnia discharge

current are shown in Pig.7 for discharge currents of 4 kA, 10 kA and 14 kA.

For comparison, the magnitude of the magnetic field calculated assuming a

line current on axis is also shown. The radial dependence of the observed

field strength indicates that the current channel is in the region of the

axis.

In addition, the strevigth of the octupole field along the scan is also

shown. The octupole field opposes the plasma current produced field on the

line of the probe scan. Therefore, the point of intersection of the octupole

field strength curve and the plasma field strength curve is one of the null

X-points which define the separatrix. We see that,for the case wi.t:h I * 4 kA,
P

the region inside the separatrix was observable where the field lines are

closed and encircle only plasma current. Thus the existence of a Z-pinch

region, inside a separatrix, was demonstrated, which is fundamental for

the Extrap concept.
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4. Equilibrium and stability of the linear pinch

In the introduction, the observations concerning equilibrium and stability

of the linear pinches were briefly sumnarized. In this section, we describe

the observations in more detail. However, before describing the results-, we

briefly review the Btnnet relation <L934> which describes tii^ radial ec-uilibriuic

of an axisymmetric Z-pinch. This relation is applicable to trie F.xcrap Z--pinch

since the effects of the octupole field on equilibrium arc negligible: over the

central region of the pinch where the piasiaa pressure is largest. The Bennett

relation is derived from the MHD radial pressure balano-, «>p/"dr =• - j B,,

where j is the axial current density and p =• 2nfcT is the plasma pressure.
2*

The ion and electron temperatures are assumed equal r.ince the densities dealt
21 -3

with here exceed 10 a . Incorporating the relevant component of Maxwell's

equations to eliminate B. and then integrating gives "he Bennett relation

which can be written in the form

2-TT / n k T r d r
0

u I

1.6 (T

where a is the pinch radius. Different current d«>nsi?y rrcfilo.s yield

different equilibrium pressure profiles. A current c?ens:tv of Che form

leads to a pressure profile of the form (Lehn«rtr, 1979; Scleffel, 198?)

( o j + 3

'1 ''a1

T h e s e e q u i l i b r i u m r e l a t i o n : . r e v i . - r y g t n o r a l , i i r . * " ^ . - ' 1 M O ) a i l t r i o

n e c e s s a r y p r c t i l e roflaMsrenuvt >; ' i a v c ',';".•;•, ru:irj,;-.- t:<- i ! ; r e c ' l y v,;--1»: .<; t i ; ; ; ; ; ;"-- v h '
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Extrap equilibrium. Some assumptions and approximations mus-1 be made. Tho

available, measurements are the plasma current I and interferometric

measurements of the line-of-sight integrated density, n (r_.)» at different

chord radii, r . Some temperature information is also available froir Thomson

scattering measurements, plaswa resistivity jieasureiafents. and emitted Baimer

line intensity measurements which place T in the range 5 to 20 tV.

Two techniques have been used to c-xanine the equilibrium. First, the scnlinai

of the piasaa pressure v;ith 1 has been compared vri th the predicted Ee.uiet

relation scaling and second estimates of the pinch radium as a function of

I have been made.
P

Since temperature profile measurements arc lacking, a constant temperscure

profile is assumed. This assumption is justified since there exist only a few

ion gyroradii over the pinch diameter. Furthermore, the car rent distribution

has not been measured, so we survey a range of possible distributions and

evaluate the observed parameter, n , for the different cases. Three current

profile cases are considered; 1) peaked current with i = ] (l-(r/a)),
o

2) constant current with j « j , and 3) surface current.

In Table 3, the three cases are summarized. Presented are n(r), the radial

dependence of the density; 2n kT , the pressure on axis; and nT (r ~0), the

line-of-sight integrated density perpendicular to the axis. We see that the

pressure on axis has a rather stiong dependence on the current prctile shape

and decreases by a factor of four for a profile charge from a peaked "nrrer.t f:u

a surface current. However, the covrespon-'iny, decrease in n , the measured

parametfti , ^s leso than a fjctor of 2.

The experimentally measured parameters art- compared vlth ihf. Burnett r»;lat:.or

in Fig.8. Two different times during the discharge are shown,10 uŝ .c and 20 \n^ec .

For comparison, predicted scaling curves are shown for the various current.

profile models and assumed temperatures. At 10 usec, the general seating of

n T * with 1 is ronsictent. with »he Bennct Relation within tho uncer-
I. e p
tainf;ie3 due to the r«producibiliLy of the measurvinencs anr! the uncertaint. u-.s

in the profile «.!wipes. At the Iiî her current values*, the experimental

curve flattens which could be rissoci stedi w> Lh a change ir the cxvrrert

profile towarös surface currant?, by 20 \iue.c., however, the curve of

n T a versus I has changed markedly. Above. I - 10 kA» the value of n, seen
L e p P Ll
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at 10 usec was not sustained. This limit, above which the equilibrium scaling

was not sustained, was consistent with the stability limit described earlier.

The earlier observation of a stability limit was based on observed magnetic

field fluctuations which were then the probable cause of the change in the

of N T a versus I over the interval between 10 ysec and 20 \:scc.

In addition to these studies of Rennet relation scaling, the equilibrium

was studied by examining the pinch r3diii:>. The pinch radius vac estiai&ted

by measuring n, on axis and at one other fixed chord radios i.r =1.? ran) . The

ratio of these two measurements was then used to infer a pinch radius given

an ass'jraeti profile shape. Full scans oi: the pinch vrere not made since the.

rods obstructed the 1 ine-of-sight for chord radii greater thin. 12 tan.

Inferring the pinch radius fron? the ratio oi" two rr.essureuients at different

chords requires that one assume a de-.tsity profile shape of coar:;s. In Table 3,

the equilibrium density profiles are giver- for eacn oi the trivet; current

density distributions. Given these distributions, n (r ) car. be calculated.

The value of n,.(r /a) normalized to the value on axis (r "0) is shown in
L c c

Fig.9. These curves were incorporated in the estimates cf the pinch radius

from measurements of n, at r *0 and at r =12 mm.

L c c

In Pig.10, estimates of the pinch radius are shown for the same

parameters considered in the measurements shown in Fig.?. The estimates are for

observations at 10 ysec into the discharge. Estimates art shown based on the

peaked-current and constant-current models and the estimates vary only

slightly for the two models. If a surfat." rurrent case were assumed, the pinch

radius would be smaller than the values shown in Fig.10 calculated for the

peaked c?nd constant current cases. Also shown is the distance to the zero B-fieiri

point oil the separatrix as a function of I . This distance is given by

/2 I

The data shown in Fig. 10 indicate: that, with the given assumptions», the pinch

radius was about equal to this distance.
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Observations at 20 usec were also used to estimate the pinch radius

at that tine. The radius vas unchanged from the value at 10 ysec for a

discharge with I • 10 kA. However, for larger discharge currents, the ratio

rij (r =12 mnO/iL (r *0) was so close to unity that no meaningful estimate of the

pinch radius could be aacu1.. This los? of a well-d<?J\ns.'d pinch region,

with a radius approximately equal to the distance to the ssparatri^ is

consistent with the observed departure froca equilibrium scaling seen ;.n

Fig. 8 and again the behaviour is associated with the fluctuations,

seen on pick up coils, for plasma currents above the stair ii:'f> limit.

The unstable nodes giving rise Lc the fluctuations have bceu studied

in more detail. They were generally global and coherent so that signals from

different coils in an array could be correlated. The following observations

have been made:

1) Low level fluctuations were generally seen éuvine the first 5-y.tsec

build-up phase cE the discharge when I was increasing. If the condition

1 /I < 0.25 was fulfilled, these fi.Gctu.-i d o as ceased aitar one oi two
V v
periods.

2) If I /I >0.25 the fluctuations persisted into the s?;endy~'"-uireut phase

of the discharge.

3) The period of the global modes ranged from 2 to 10 psec.

4) The modes were generally kinks with displacements directed toward the

rods (6*45 , 135 , etc.). However kinks with displacements toward the

region between the rods (8»0°,90°,etc.) were occasionally seen.

5) The axial wavelength of the modes ranged fiom about one-half the 22-cm

length of the axial electrode separation to twic? r.t'.e 22-cm length-

An additional experiment was carried out to further investigate

fluctuations. The plasma discharge current wave form wa.s modified by

changing the LC-network in the Hi.scharge power supply. This modified waveform

had a fast rising leading edge followed by ,i roughly c on J> tent period . ot

about 20 tjcec which was in i.urti followed '••y a second rising curren*. pcrioW.

Tlie amplitude for the s«?ci'-.iri current top vas /ibom )':>%. h'y;h"r thi.i the Piv;r
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top. Data from a typical discharge are shown in Fig. 11. Fluctuations measured

with pick-up coils developed during the -.econd current top period after thv:

discharge had been quiet for a 15-ysec period at the lower current amplitude.

For this case, It was 30 kA and we sue that the 3 -fluctuations developed

quickly when I reached a value of 8 kA, which is consistent, with the

earlier observations of a stability limit at t /I * 0.25.The B fluctuation
P i

measurements shown were obtained frore two pick-up coils located on a cire"'-'

of 30-mra radius at 9 = 0 and ?G (i.ft. the coila were betw«t:a tr>e rocs ->s

seen in Fig.3.) .
Photographs of the pinch at differui-t times during the discharge arc also

shown in Fig.11. At 4 ysec, which was during the? build up phase of the

discharge, a kink like structure was seen. Later, between 9 and 2A psec,

the pinch was rather straight and appears smaller in diameter. (Evaluating

the diameter from the photographs is undependable however 3ince the apparent

diameter depends on the luminosity of the plasma which is a function of the

plasma parameters.}. Around 25 Msec when 1 approaches the second, higher

top, the fluctuations appear and the photograph at 29 usec shows a kink-like

structure with an axial wave length of about 10 cm. The pinch diameter appears

larger. This could be partly the result of an actual increased pinch diameter

and partly the result of increased luminosity due to interaction with neutral

gas as the pinch grows and kinks.

The observed onset of fluctuations in the discharge can be associated

with a situation where the pinch diameter was too small relative to the distance

to the separatrix. As discussed in Sec. 2, fluid studies have indicated

that placing the boundary of the pinch near the separatrix has a stabilizing

influence due to the resulting square-shaped equilibria and the flattened

pressure gradient at the boundary. During the build-up phase of the discharge,

the pinch diaraetet initially was »mall because of the breakdown process.

Fluctuations were seen at this time but they damped out as the pinch diameter

increased to values roughly equal to the distance to the separatri;:, provided

1 /I was about 0.25. Stable equilibria were sera for up Co 10f' AJ.fvt>n

r ran si; r.ime3 for thi.s case. If I /I wa?i then latnr ir.c reased b\ ̂ riving

up I. , fluctuations appeared. Incrcasinc* £ wouJc mc;ve tht- st?parati"ix radially
P ' P

oi-.r.'-.'isrd f. roiti '-he pinch boundary, which would tt.niovu the stabilising met Hani -TJ

sr.ci Uä̂ 'stable mode.', ĉ u.lct develop.
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The fluctuations seer, when I was increased at later times -:ouid also
P

be associated with surface current effects. Applying a positive dl/dL produces
surface currents if T » I/(dl/dt) is less than the magnetic field soak in

2
time t _ * a u ((2n) where M is che resistivity. Equilibria with surfacem o
currents were found to be unstable in the fluids studies. If the fluctuations are

due to the presence of surface currents, .me CC-.T esriraate a minimum temperature

by equating T
T ai:d T^ and assuming Spitzer rssi t- ivitv. The ca'.cul.itftd

temperature for the data i-howr; in Fig. 11 is 25 fcV. This i? sora?vhau higj.̂ r

than the other te-aipseratwce nes.sur^e.iLS b'Jt the unrertaint.ie:: â ft lavg*.

If the observed tluctuatior.s are indeed tiie result or instabilities due. to the

presence of surface currents created whan tht. current is driven up, zrix

technique can be us>ed to estimate the temperature, tf^v^vtr it is tiifu;ut

to determine if the fluctuations aro associated with surf ice currents or

with other effects associated vii.h moving '-.he scparatrix radially ijutvord

away from the plasma boundary.
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5. Equilibrium and stability of a toroidal sector Extrap discharge.

Experimental studies of the equilibrium and stability of a 60 -sector

plasma discharge in a toroidal Extrap configuration have been carried out.

A full toroidal device was constructed but the plasma discharge was limited

to a 60 -sector; in the remaining 300 of the torus, the plasma current was

conducted in a copper ring placed at the calculated equilibrium position in

the low-field region near the minor axis. The idea motivating the sector

experiment was to construct a device very similar to the linear experiment

but with the added feature of toroidicity and the resulting loop force.

Figuratively, we bent the linear device into a high aspect ratio torus and

examined the equilibrium and stability of the discharge.

Because the experiment was limited to a sector, the discharge occurred

between electrodes. Thus initiation of the discharge and control of the plasma

current amplitude and waveform were easily achieved.

Studies of equilibrium and stability in a sector experiment cannot give

conclusive information on all modes since certain modes are excluded because

of the fixed-position electrodes. Specifically, all modes with low toroidal

mode numbers (n) such as axisymmetric modes (n»G), and simple tilting and

sideways-moving modes (n~l) could not develop in this sector experiment.

However, kink modes with larger n could exist in the sector configuration.The

KHD studies (Dalhed and Hellsten,1982) indicated that these modes with larger

D have growth rates comparable to the soall-n nudes. Since these potentially

dangerous modes were not excluded by the sector geometry, the observation of

equilibrium and stability in the experiment is of imoortance.

A schematic diagram of the sector experiment is shown in Fig.12. The

major radius to the minor axis of the configuration was 0.40 m. The main coil

system consisted of four concentric toroidal coils placed so that the minor

cross-section of the configuration was "diamond" shaped as seen in Fig.13.

The miAor radius to the centers of the coils was a »28 net.

The number of turns in each of the respective coils was as follows:

innet~coil; 5 turns

mid-coils: k turns

outer-coil: 3 turns,

where "inner" indicates the coil with the smallest major radius, "mid"

indicates the two coil» v;ith the same major radius as the miner axis and
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"outer" indicates the coil with the largest major radius. In addition to the

turns in the four main coils, two ingle-turn correction coils, called B

trim coils in Fig.l3,were added on the equatorial plane; one turn was

near the inner coil and one turn was near the outer coil.

The currents in the four main coils were excited in series with all

currents parallel. The currents in the two B trim coils were excited in

series but were antiparallel. Thus the B trio coils produced a field that

was essentially vertical in the region of the plasma. The main-coil current

and the B trim-coil current were powered by independent capacitor banks.

The total current in each of the aid-coils was taken as the reference

current I (Ampere-turns), and the ratio of the current in a B -trim coil

1 to I was defined as O « I /I . The Ampere-turns ratio between the

coil systems was then given by;

inner: mid: outer = (l.25+a): 1 : (0.75-oO,

In the experimental configuration, in order to achieve a perfect

toroidal octupole vacuum field with a single degenerate null point in the

minor cross-section of the flux plot, the value, of a was 0.05. Values of

d other than 0.05 were roughly equivalent to a superposition cf a vertical

B field onto the toroidal octupole field. Values of a algebraically less

than 0.05 corresponded to a vertical field orientation such that the

~3 X B force on the plasa.a was radially invard, while a greater than 0,05

yielded a configuration where the force vat; radially outward. (The plasma

current and main coil current were antiparailei).Thus, when a was equal to

zero, the flux plot deviated from a perfect octupole field case as> if a

vertical field were superimposed on a perfect octupole field. This

equivalent vertical field gave a J x B force which was directed radially

inward and compensated the loop force. The choice of the design parameters

was thus advantageous in that the B trim coils were excited only during
z

the first microseconds of the discharge to trim the. vacuum flux plot.

The I current then went to zero, which was equivalent to imposing a

vertical field to balance the loop force.

Equilibria calculations by Scheffel (1982) indicated that this equivalent

vertical field when ot-0 would provide square-shaped equilibria well centered

clot* Co the minor axis if the ratio of the plasma discharge current to coil

current was I /I Q s 0.25. The coil design was then intended to give plasma
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discharges with square equilibria at just that current ratio which had

been observed to be the stability limit in the linear experiment.

In the experiments, the main coil current was I - 28 kA and the

plasma currents ranged from I = 7 kA to 11 kA. The plasma current vavefore

is shown in Fig.12. The power supply was a 60-JJF capacitor bank with delay

lines added to attain a roughly constant current level for a 30-ysec period.

The risetime to this constant level vas about 10 psec.

The position of plasma discharge vas measured using magnetic poicidal-flux

loops. The flux loops wera annular 30 -sectors. Three flux loops were used.

Two were located in the plasma sector; one above and one below the equatorial

midplane at a distance of 14 am from the midplane. The third loop was a

reference loop at the same (r,z) position but in a sector far from the plasma

where the current of the plasma discharge was carried in the fixed-positicn

conductor.

The position of the current channel was measured in r.erms of vertical

displacements (5z) and radial displacements (or) relative to the minor axis.

The calibration factor for deriving position measurements from the signals

was checked experimentally by running uncontained discharges where the cur-

rent channel formed on the vacuum vessel wail. Such discharges were achieved

by disconnecting parts of the main coil system. For example, disconnecting

the upper-mid coil produced discharges with the current channel along the

top side of the vacuum vessel (jz > 0).

The following three areas were experimentally investigated on the

sector experiment:

1) Could a stable equilibrium be achieved at the design values for plasma

current?

2) How was the equilibrium and stability affected by increasing 1 to

values where the calculated equilibrium position would nut yield a

well-centered, square-shaped cross-Bection?

3) What vas the effect of initiating breakdown when the vacuum field was

not a perfect octupole field with a single null on the minor axis?
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The experimental results are summarized in Fig.l4. The radial and vertical

positions relative to the minor axis are shown for four different discharges

representing four different cases. Two parameters were varied; the ar.jpiit.ude

of I and the B trin> ceil current I . ^he nzSv. coil current w»s
p 7. t

constant at I * 2& fcA for all cases and the filling pressure was ;-'-<.3 Tarr.

The plasma parameters were not 3>easure£i but they are assuraed to have about:

the sane values as were measured in tl.s linear experiment;.

The achievement of a stable tquilibriuna when operating at the design

parameters is demonstrated in Fig.l4a. At breakdown, a *• I. /I was 0.05

which gave a perfect octupole field. Subsequently 1 decreased to zero

which corresponded to the application of a vertical field to control the

radial position. At the earliest times when the flux loop daca gave

dependable position measurements, about 10 psec into the discharge, the

current channel was slightly above the equatorial nidplane (cz>0) but at

about the correct radial position (5r*Q). The current channel achieved a

well-centered stable equilibrium position and remained in this position for

the duration of the discharge.

For the discharge shown in Fig.14b, the plasma current was increased

to 11 kA. Consequently, the radial position was shifted outward. Radial

equilibrium was established and 6r was essentially constant during the

discharge, however stability against vertical displacement WÖS lost. This

notion was consistent with th: MrlD studies*

In Figs. 14c and 14c*, the discharges were initiated with no current

in the B trim coils (ot=«O). Thus a vertical field, which would provide

radial equilibrium for a 7~kA plascia currant, was present at the time of

breakdown. This meant that the degenerate single null of '.he octupole field

was split into three nuJls. The breakdown process was affected by this change

in the vacuum field. A comparison of the discharge shown in Figs. 14c

and 14d with those shown in Figs.16a and 14b show that the differences at

breakdown also affected the equilibrium and stability even at later times

in the discharge during the constant-current phase. For example, the 7-kA

discharge shown in Fig. 14c did not achieve radial equilibrium, even though

the vertical field was appropriate for establishing radial equilibrium at

this amplitude. These effects concerning the dependence of the final

equilibrium condition on the breakdown process are not fully understood and

require further investigation.
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We conclude this section by referring to the three areas of the

investigation listed earlier in this section. First,discharges exhibiting

stable equilibria on the time scale of the experiment could be established

at the appropriate current amplitudes v Second, increasing 1 so that the

radial position was not well-centered led to discharges vhich were unstable

against vertical displacements. Third, the nature of the vacuum field at

breakdown is a condition that can affect the development of a stable

equilibrium.



6. Conclusions

The first experimental studies of Extrap Z-pincbes have been carried out

in linear configurations where stable equilibria could be sought without the

necessity of compensating for the loop force. The discharges have been between

electrodes, thus the sttady-statt; current amplitude could be controlled in Hie

discharge power supply circuit. Also, the breakdown process ir. the presence

of the vacuum octupoie field could be. studied vaori easily '-tit.h electrode.

discharges.

The physics of the breakdown differ» from the esual breakdown process

because the vacuum octupoie magnetic field is perpendicular Cu the elect!ode

field. Breakdown occurs in a small diameter channel along the line of zero

magnetic field strength. The breakdown condition can be described using a

modified Townsend criteria which includes an additional electron loss term.

After breakdown the discharge current increases any a 2-pinch region i.a formed

inside a separatrix. In this high i.r:Cs pinch region, rhe purely poloiöal field

lines encircle only plasma current;.

The magnitude of the equilibrium pressure in the pineb and the scaling

of the pressure with pinch current is consistent with a description of the

equilibrium based ou the Bcnnet re Lat. ion for globally stable discharges.

Discharges are sustained for periods up to 100 Alfven transit time»

if the ratio of the plasma discharge current to rod current is under a

limit IJJ/1 £ 0.25. For plasma current amplitudes above this limit,

fluctuations with long axial wavelengths are seen. Above the stability limit,

equilibrium of the pinch is altered and the Bennet relation no longer describes

the equilibrium. For globally stable discharges, the measured plasma radius was

approximately equal to the distance tö the separatrix null point.

This observed global stability is consistent with fluid model studies

which have shown that gross free boundary fluid modes can be stabilized if

the equilibrium pressure surfaces a; the boundary have been deformed to a

square shape and the pressure profile is concave. This type of boundary can

occur in the Extrap configuration where a separatrix encloses the pinch

discharge. Furthermore, the fact that the pinch equilibrium could be sustained

for long periods even though the configuration is MHD unstable in the region

of the 0-null point suggests that large ion Larmor radius effects may be

stabilizing the internal modes-
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Table 1. Parameters of the linear Extrap experiment

radial distance to rods, a
' v

radial distance to vacuum vessel wall

electrode separation
rod current, I* v

filling pressure (hydrogen)

plasma current, I

plasma density, n

temperature (T - T.)

average current density at: I = 10 kA
P

line density (N=27r/rndr) at I » 10 kA
P

V"
Alfvén transit time
Ion gyroradii across pinch radius
at I - 10 kA, T - 10 eV

P

28 am

65 torn

220 am

10 * 35 kA

0.02 T 0.2 Torr

3 T 21 kA

1A21 . ,.22 -310 T 10 m

5 T 20 eV

107 A m~2

3 x io18 m"1

3 x io~15 Arc

0.5 visec

3
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Table 2. Diagnostics for the Linear Experiment

Parameter Diagnostic

Discharge current, I

Discharge voltage

Line-of-8ight integrated
density, n * fndS.

Magnetic field strength

Picture of discharge

Intensity of Baliner line radiation

Rogovski coil in external circuit.

Voltage divider, high impedance
electrostatic probe.

Interferometer, X » 633 nm.

Pick up coils.

Image converter camera.

Collirnated light pipe and interference
filters, 1 nm bandwidth.



Table 3. Summary of current profile effects

case

peaked current; j

constant current;

surface current

-J.O- f)

density profile

(n is value ono

n=n
o

axis)

2(a) ^

2"o"o

P I 2

o P.

o p

bti a

nL(rc-0)

0 0

40 TI aT

1 o p

a
- /ndi
-a
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Fig.l. Schematic representation of the cross-section of an Extrap Z-pinch.

In a linear device, the axis is the Z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system.

In a toroidal device the axis is the minor axis cf a toroidal coordinate

system.

Fig.2. Magnetic field fluctuations normalized for plasma current amplitude

versus the ratio of plasma current to rod current. The plasma density was a

function of I but ranged from 10 to 10 m and the electron temperature

was about 5eV. The hydrogen filling pressure was 0.1 Torr.

Fig.3. Diagram of the linear stainless steel device. The line-of-sight for

diagnostics which pass through the axis is shown. This line defines the

© * 0 coordinate.

Fig.4. Breakdown voltage versus octupole field strength. The filling pressure

was p * 0.05 T and the axial electrode separation was 0.2 nt.

Fig.5. Breakdown voltage versus filling pressure with an octupole field

strength B * 0.85 T. The axial electrode separation was 0.2 m.

Fig.6. The E/B velocity as a function of radius for an applied voltage

of 1 kV and an axial electrode separation of 0.2 m.

Fig.7. Probe measured magnetic field strength due to plasma rur"ent (I )

versus radius. The calculated value is the strength assuming a line current I

on the axis. Also shown is the octupole field strength along the probe scan.

The plasma current produced field opposes the octupole field, so the point

of intersection of these curves is a field null which defines the separatrix.

Inside the separatrix the field lines are closed encircling only the

plasma current.

Fig.8. Comparison of the experimentally measured pressure with tbo Benncc

relation at 10 jjsec and 20 pser . Also shown are the curves from the Bennet

relation for different current profile shapes. The hydrogen filling pressure

was 0.1 Torr and the rod current was 30 kA for thir, series.
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Fig.9. The value of n (r /a) nonaaiized Co the value or. ?rxis v" - 0)

versus r /a.
c

Fig.10. Pinch radius estimated using the measured values of the ratio

0). The estimates are based en assumed constant currentn (r "12 nm)/n,(r
L c L c

and peaked current profiles. Th*> calculated value

distance to the null point on the separarri::.

is the radial

Pig. 11. Summary of the effects of increasing the pl&sraa currcinc (I,) to a
p

value above the stability limit late in the discharge. Fluctuations were

seen during the build up of the discharge (0 co 10 ysec; and when the plasma

current exceeded 8 kA (25 psec). Also shevn are photographs of the pinch

at various times.

Fig-12. Schematic top view of the toroidal sector experiment.

Fig.13. Cross-section of coil system and glass-tube vacuum vessel. The

main coils and the B rrim coils are shown.

Fig.14. Sumnary of the toroidal sector experimental results. Discharges

representing four cases are shown. a) I *7 kA and a=»0.05 at breakdown

and then decreases to zero. b) 1 was increased to 11 kA with a unchanged.

c) I - 7 kA with a»0 at all times.
P

d) 1 -11 kA with a=0 at all times.
P
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Fig.l. Schematic representation oi the cross-s;:ction of an '•Jxrrap Z-pincli.

In a linear device, the axiä is the Z-axis ot a cylindrical coordinate system,

In a toroidal device the axis is the minor axis of a toroidal

system.



Fig. 2
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Pig.2. Magnetic field fluctuations normalized for plasma current amplitude

versus the ratio of plasma current to rod current. The. plasma density was

function of I
21 22 ~3but ranged frun 10 to 10 m and the electron temperature

was about 5eV. The hydrogen filling pressure was 0.1. Torr.



Fig. 3

copper electrode
copper rod
teflon
stainless steel

stainless steel
—insulator

stainless steel

A -A Cross-section

mid-plane

line of sight
for diagnostics
8=0

--axis

Fig.3. Diagram of Che linear stainless steel device. The line-of-sight for

diagnostics which pass through the axis is shown. This line defines the

6 * 0 coordinate.
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Fig.4. Breakdown voltage versus octupole field strength. The filling pressure

was p * 0.0S T and the axial electrode separation was 0.2 m.



Fig. 5
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Fig.5. Breakdown voltage versus filling pressure with an octupole field

strength B « 0.85 T. The axial electrode separation was 0.2 m.
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Fig.6. The E/B velocity as a function of radius for an applied voltage

of 1 kV and an axial electrode separation of 0.2 m.
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Fig.7. Probe measured magnetic field strength due to plasma current (I )

versus radius. The calculated value is the strength assuming a line current I

on the axis. Also shown is the octupole field strength along the probe scan.

The plasma current produced field opposes the octupole field, so the point

of intersection of these curves is a field null which defines the separatrix.

Inside the separatrix the field lines are closed encircling only the

plasma current.
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Fig.8. Comparison of the experimentally measured prtssuru with the Bonnet

Relation at. 10 ysec «nci 20 vsec. Also shown are the curves froin the Rennet

Relation for different current profil.! sh,ipe#. The hydrogen filling pressure

was O.I Torr and the rod current was 30 kA for this series.
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n. (r »12 mm)/n.(r • 0). The estimates are based on assumed constant current

and peaked current profiles. The calculated value a is the radial

distance to the hull point on the separatrix.
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Fig.11. Summary of the effects of increasing the plasma current (I ) to a

value above the stability limit late in the discharge. Fluctuations were

seen during the build up of the discharge (0 to lOitsec) and when the plasma

current exceeded 8 kA (25 «sec). Also shown are photographs of the pinch

at various times.
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a) I *7 kA and a-0.05 at breakdown
P

I was increased to 11 kA with a unchanged.
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representing four cases are shown,
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF AN EXTRAP Z-PISCH

J.R. Drake, January 1983, 31 p. in English

Experimental studie» of the formation, equilibrium and stability

of a linear Extrap Z-pinch are reported on. The 2-pinch discharge

is generated between electrodes along the Z-axi.fi of a linear octupole

field produced by currents in four Z-directed ro.is. The combined

discharge current and rod currents produce a magnetic field having a

»eparatrix with four null ^-points which define eh»* corners of a

square, shapad region where the high bsts plasma discharge is contained.

Bounding the pinch discbarge with a separatrix produces equilibria which

are stable against global kink modes for the 50 visec duration of the

discharge which corresponds to about 100 Alfvén transit times. The
18 —1

equilibria, with line densities of about 3 x 10 m , are consistent

in magnitude and scaling with tho Bennet relation.

Key words Extrap Z-pinch, Z-pinch, high-beta discharge, enuilibri'irc,

MHD stability, discharge breakdown, field reversed configuration.


